HOW TO LOWER PLAGIARISM ON TURNITIN BY PARAPHRASING
Turnitin is web-based plagiarism detector software that can be used as deterrent and as an educational tool in teaching students on how to work with sources as well as improve quoting and paraphrasing skills. Turnitin has three main services such as GradeMark, PeerMark and OriginalityCheck. Learn more about them and find out how to lower plagiarism on Turnitin.

PARAPHRASING PLAGIARISM: TURNITIN SERVICES

- GradeMark is a tool used in facilitating the online marketing of student writing.
- PeerMark is a tool used in facilitating peer review of students.
- OriginalityCheck: It is the original tool of Turnitin that identifies overlap between originality report and pieces of writing with an overlapping material percentage.

HOW IT WORKS

Turnitin is very simple to use. Students only need to submit their papers through the official website of the software. Then, the tool algorithms compare it to strings of text against its database including articles and works published online.
Turnitin removes the user name, but the text will remain to their database. After that, the teacher will get the report with percentage of the paper that matches the other sources on the site's database.

The thing with the software is that it provides a feedback to teachers. It also uses color codes in distinguishing unoriginal text allowing teachers to work with their students who are struggling with paraphrasing and quotations.

**SOME STATISTICS ABOUT TURNITIN**

- Almost 10,000 schools are licensed by the tool, and they're in 126 countries.
- The tool is available in 10 languages and has processed over 135M papers overall.
- It is used by more than 875,000 educators and then millions of students worldwide.

**BRILLIANT WAYS TO LOWER PLAGIARISM PERCENTAGE**

Knowing how to lower plagiarism on Turnitin gives a chance for a good score. The tool will be the one to check your paper from other sources. Here are some ways to lower your plagiarism percentage.
PARAPHRASING

If you have found the information that is great for your paper, make sure to read, understand and put it using your own words. Be sure that you do not copy more than two words. If you need to copy more than two words, then you need quotation marks. Be sure that you quote the phrases properly.

CITING

It is one of the best ways to avoid plagiarism. You need to follow the required format guidelines given to you whether it is MLA, Chicago, APA or another. You need to follow the format required by your educational institution. In citing, you use the name of the author(s), publication date and other similar details. Citing is simple to do.

QUOTING

If you quote a source, you need to quote it in the way it appears. Authors do not want to be misquoted. Most higher learning institutions frown on block quotes of 40 words and more. What you need to do is to paraphrase the material effectively. Quoting takes time, but it is worth it.
CITING QUOTES

It is different from citing paraphrased material because it involves the addition of the paragraph number or the page number.

CITING YOUR OWN MATERIAL

If there are materials that you need to use in your paper used in your previous class, you should treat it the same as you treat other sources. It may be odd, but using the material you have used before is self-plagiarism. To avoid self-plagiarism, you need to cite it.

REFERENCING

It is one of the essential ways on how to decrease plagiarism. Here, you need to include a page of works or reference page at the end of your paper. Again, it is important to meet the page formatting guidelines used by your educational institution. Referencing includes the author’s name, publication date, source and title.

PARAPHRASING ADVICE TO DECREASE PLAGIARISM

- The statements should be in your own words
- If you use original phrases, you need quotation marks
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• Even if you use your own words, you need to add citations because the idea is still the idea from other authors.
• If you are having a difficulty in paraphrasing, be sure to make a short list of the quote's main idea as well as clue words related to it. Incorporate the words and concepts in your paraphrase.
• Changing the structure of what you are writing is important.
• In paraphrasing, you only need to get the main ideas and concepts of the original sources. It is the reason that you should read and understand the source material thoroughly. By doing so, you can finish the task faster and with much ease on your part.
• When paraphrasing, you must put away the source material to avoid any distraction.

Note: You can only have effective paraphrasing if you have a clear understanding of the text. In addition, if you are finished in writing, get the original source and compare it with your version. Double-check for essential information, which you might have missed. You must also check for preciseness of facts and see that you’re not injecting any personal views on the subject. This is a paraphrasing activity, not a review.

TIPS FOR PROPER REFERENCING

To be able to deliver proper referencing, follow the style guidelines set by the citation style you're using.
Be consistent and check for errors later to ensure you're not committing any mistakes. There are rules set by citation styles, such as APA and MLA. If you're unsure of which to use, you should ask your professor and make clarifications about it.

EXAMPLES OF PARAPHRASING

Paraphrasing can be done with an entire passage or by sentence. Check out the following for some examples of rewriting for some ideas.

**Original:** His life spanned years of magnificent change for men.

**Paraphrased:** John lived through a generation of liberating reform for men.

**Original:** Giraffes can consume 75 pounds of food every day.

**Paraphrased:** Giraffes can eat up to 75 pounds of food a day.

**Original:** A trip to Italy must include a visit to Tuscany to check their exquisite wines.

**Paraphrased:** If you visit Italy, do not miss the Tuscan wine-tasting experience.

ADVICE IN HIRING A PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
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If you need help in paraphrasing plagiarism, be sure to select the right service to provide you with high quality rewriting services. Check on their team and see if they're degree holders, Ma or PhD. You must also look into their rates and compare with other services. In addition, check for reviews, feedbacks and testimonials from previous customers. Make sure that you're hiring a service that has given satisfying paraphrasing help to their customers. Finally, look into their turnaround time and find out if they could meet your deadlines.

Hire the best paraphrasing services that know how to lower plagiarism on Turnitin today!